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Jupiter in Scorpio squares (challenges) the Sun in Aquarius on February
10. When Jupiter is passing through Scorpio, he can tend to think his and
only his, are the biggest ideas. The Sun usually carries the title for the best
idea, but not necessarily the biggest. The whole issue today is a matter of
semantics. Look at what the 'other' is saying and then realize that you are
both saying the same thing. This is an even more important thought this
close to Valentine's Day! Find that middle ground!
Valentines Day this year has a solar eclipse right on it's tail. This is
important, because as my clients know (because I'm always reminding
them) that the energy of an eclipse goes on for months....for weeks before
the eclipse and weeks afterwards. So, having a loving holiday like this right
at the doorway of this eclipse is worth noting! Let's take a closer look at
this eclipse to see just how our love life ( and other aspects of our lives) be
affected.
The solar eclipse occurs at 27' Aquarius on Februay 15, 2018. Rudhyar's
Mandala says of this degree: An ancient pottery bowl filled with fresh
violets. Keynote: The importance of traditional skills and artistic values
deeply rooted in man's instinctive feelings as frames of reference for man's
most authentic emotions.
What indeed would be man's most authentic emotions but love? It's the
only true emotion there is. Everything else is fear or fear based; so there is
only love. We are reminded to find what stirs our hearts; whether it be a
loved one, favorite pet, or perhaps nature. We are being reminded to stop
and think about what is real here? What is lasting, as in referenced in the
ancient pottery bowl. This indeed is worth a look and worth a few moments
of our busy lives to contemplate. Some people who have been in the
awful circumstance of losing everything in a storm or flood or mudslide are
reminded what is left is what is real and permanent. They are reminded
what really counts. Great thoughts for Valentines Day this year!
The eclipse occurs the next day in 27' Aquarius. Aquarius is the sign of the
free thinker, the sign that pushes forward into the unknown even if it takes
rebelling and protesting to make something happen. It is also the sign that
is ever reaching for a higher solution, for the betterment of the All. I would

not be surprised at all to see a flurry of revolt and marches and resistance
during this eclipse period. And also as always remember that eclipses
reveal something that has been concealed. A curtain will be drawn back
and you will be shown something that was hidden to you prior to this.
Perhaps it is the drawn curtain that will itself be the fuel for the fires of
revolt.
The Chinese New Year begins the day after the solar eclipse, on February
16. As a point of interest I always include a few words on it in this column.
This will be the year of the Earth Dog, and those born during the year of
the dog should take extra care not to be stubborn or overly critical. We
think of dogs being loyal, so I suspect that the word loyalty may itself
become an important watchword this year.
As always, take what you need and leave the rest. Aynne McAvoy is
a psychic astrologer in Palm Coast, Florida. Her new book has been released, in both
paperback and in kindle Just Who Are THEY Anyway? This is book one of
her experiences with the angels since she was very young. Check Amazon.com for
YOUR copy!!** Currently FREE with Kindle Unlimited!'
Friend her on Facebook (Aynne McAvoy of Golden Trines) or check out her web site
at (http://www.goldentrines.com) . You can also contact her

at CAT9201@aol.com_ or call 315-481-9073 for a personal phone or video
consultation with her. Aynne has been a professional psychic astrologer
for 27 years.

